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ON A METHOD FOR THE SUMMATION OF SERIES 

BY RUTHERFORD E. GLEASON 

IF r is an integer and if for values of x greater than r, J(x) > 0, 
f '(x) < 0 f(x) > 0, and f f(x)dx is finite and determinate, then 

r 

n=00 

E f(2) 
n = r 

will be a convergent series of positive terms each less than the one before it. 
The graph of f(x), for values of x greater than r, will be a curve convex 
downward and having the axis of X as an asymptote. If we erect ordinates 
corresponding to x r, x = r + 1, x = r + 2, etc., draw the chords of the 
arcs into which they divide the graph and draw through their extremities 
lines parallel to the x axis as in the figure, we see that the sum of the rectan- 
gles is 

af(n), 
r+1 

the sum of the triangles is jf(r) ; and that the sum of the segments bounded 
by the chord and arc is less, usually very much less, than the sum of the tri- 
angles and therefore than if(r). Let the sum of the segments which is a new 
convergent series consisting of very much smaller terms than the original series 
be e. Now the sum of the rectangles plus the sum of the triangles minus the 
sum of the segments is the area bounded by the curve, the ordinate corres- 

ponding to x = r and the asymptote, i. e., ff(x) dx, and we have 

nf() + i f(r) - e = jf(x)dx 
s + 1 

or 

(1) Adf/(un) -jf(x)dx?+ Ut(r)+ e=u+ e 

(45) 
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Call any term of e, i. e., any segment in the figure,f1(n); then 

(2) fi (n) = [1(n) +f(i+1)] - ftx)dx 

and e- Aj0(1). 
r 

J~~~r~~~i) f~~~(r+3) 

~~~~~~~~~Pi 
f ;r- 3 r ri-i rt2 t 

Iff1(x) satisfies the conditions we imposed uponf(x) we may treat the 
new series as we treated the original one: 

e = Ef1(n) ffi(x)dx + Jf1(r) + el =/sz + el and so on. 
r 

We shall have the following, forimuult: 

(n= (n) +fm,- (n + 1)] - j _fii1 (x)dx, (I) 

em-l = E fmt(2) ffmnz(X) dX + z fm(i) ? em = IL~m + Em, (II) 

O0 m 

f (n) I-gL~k + 'Em (I 
r 0 

The new series 'Y/uzk by which we replace 1f(ii) is easily seen to converge 
very rapidly. 

There now remains but to find methods for approximating to em. If the 
ratio of the segment to the triangle in the curve y =fm(x) decreases as x in- 
creases, a very excellent approximation is found in 
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00 ~~~fm(r)-m + 1 () f.+1(r) < E m g+ len) < f(r) -fm(r + 1) (IV) 

The proof of IV is as follows: if the ratio of the segment to the triangle 
is decreasing, the ratio of the first segment to the first triangle is greater than 
the ratio of the sum of the segments to the sum of the triangles, i. e., 

fmr+ I() : ?[fm(r) -fm(r + 1)] > em :fm(r) 

When IV fails, another and very useful formula, but not so accurate as 
the former, when that can be used, is always available: 

frm +I (n) < [ rfm (r) -frn(r + 1)]. (V) 
n 

This is easily proved.--Continue the chord connecting the (n + 1)th and 
(n + 2)th ordinates, in the graph of f,(x), to the left to the nth ordinate. 
The area included between this continuation of the chord, the nith ordinate and 
the chord above is 4rfm(n) - 2 fg(n + 1) + fl (n + 2)], which is greater 
than the included seoment. Thie sum from r to so of the areas thus 
formed is J [fm (r) -fm (r + 1)]. 

As an example, the method will be applied to the summation of 

1- + - - - + etc. It is found convenient to drop the first term and 

combine the alternate positive and negative terms in pairs and reverse the 
signs, so that we may place 

E f(n)= (3- ) + + 

Let the summation be commenced with the sixth term of this series. 
We have 

1 1 
f(x) = 4x - 1 4x + 1 

25 
Jf(x)dx = 4 log a = .020845405 

if(6) = - = .001739130 

JLLo .022584535 
1 +x 

f1(x) = (4U1 l4x + 
? 4x + 3 4x +) 1(41 14x 1 1)dx 
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(x)dx= 1/ 25 log 23 + 27 log 25 + 25 log 27-27 log 29 = .000076632 

-fi(6) = 4(2 -~ 25 + 27 - 29y) +8 (%log 23 - log 25 - log 27 + log 29) = .000017805 
= .000094437 

We shall now find the limit of error in placing lio + pu = f f(n). 
6 

The ratio 

[fi(x) + fi (1 + x)] - ffi(x)dx 

i [fi(X) -fi(1 + x)] 

decreases as x increases so that IV may be here applied. We find 

f2(6) = .000000934 

Substituting this in IV we get 

.00000 0934 < Lf (n) < .00000 2131. 
6 

We also have 

2 f(n) = .191921048 

o= .022584535 

Hl= .000094437 
.214600020 

Taking into account the limits established by IV, we find 

.214600954 < E f(n) < .214602151 

which subtracted from unity places the sum 1 - -+ - - - + etc.=-) 
3 5 74 

between .78539 7849 and .78539 9046. Although this is but a crude example, 
it is an illustration of how this method may be applied. It is seen that two 
terms of I k. are here equivalent to hundreds in the original series. 

TimooP POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 
PASADENA, CAL. 

JUNE, 1909. 
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